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The deployment of various forms of AI, most notably
of machine learning algorithms, radically transforms
many domains of social life. In this paper we focus on
the news industry, where different algorithms are used
to customize news offerings to increasingly specific
audience preferences. While this personalization
of news enables media organizations to be more
receptive to their audience, it can be questioned
whether current deployments of algorithmic news
recommenders (ANR) live up to their emancipatory
promise. Like in various other domains, people
have little knowledge of what personal data is
used and how such algorithmic curation comes
about, let alone that they have any concrete ways
to influence these data-driven processes. Instead
of going down the intricate avenue of trying to
make ANR more transparent, we explore in this
article ways to give people more influence over
the information news recommendation algorithms
provide by thinking about and enabling possibilities
to express voice. After differentiating four ideal
typical modalities of expressing voice (alternation,
awareness, adjustment and obfuscation) which are
illustrated with currently existing empirical examples,
we present and argue for algorithmic recommender
personae as a way for people to take more control over
the algorithms that curate people’s news provision.

2018 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

This article is part of a theme issue ‘Governing artificial intelligence: ethical, legal, and
technical opportunities and challenges’.

........................................................

Few developments stir up societal debate as the rise of artificial intelligence (AI). Its increasing
deployment in virtually all domains of life engenders both apocalyptic thoughts of humankind
digging its own grave and mythical narratives of a coming new dawn rife with unparalleled
possibilities to exceed our human condition. Although we are far from either, it is hard to
ignore the profound disruptions AI is already causing in so many societal domains. AI enables
organizations to rapidly extract valuable insights from large datasets, discover new solutions
through simulations, predict future behaviour of individuals and groups, and facilitate a diverse
range of human-machine-environment communications [1]. From agriculture to finance, and
from healthcare to public safety, AI is transforming business operations, social processes and
local infrastructures. These disruptive changes raise important ethical, legal, social and technical
questions about how we can ensure that AI’s deployment is beneficial and not harmful to us.
Technology is, after all, never an unstoppable or uncontrollable force of nature, but always the
product of our making, including the course it may take. Even with AI.
In this paper we focus on transformations in the media ecosystem where the deployment
of AI (mostly in the form of machine learning) is becoming increasingly pervasive, and this
development is, according to insiders, only likely to continue in the coming years (see, for
example, [2]). Next to the challenges of adapting media operations to an online environment
(e.g. [3–5]), and the rise of computational or robot journalism (cf. [6–8]), one of the biggest
transformations is the data-driven turn towards the audience. The increased possibilities to
capture what and how people actually consume news has led media organizations to be more
interested in, and responsive to the behaviour (or wishes, interests and needs) of their audiences.
This is not just curiosity, but sheer necessity: news organizations need to compete with other
information suppliers (social media, blogs, etc.) for the attention of people, so knowing what
keeps readers (or users, when speaking of online tools and services) engaged is of prime
importance (cf. [9,10]). Many newsrooms today therefore use such audience metrics to monitor
the reception of their products (and adapt them if necessary), but these also inform various kinds
of editorial decision-making [11–15]. Audience metrics are at the same time used by media outlets
as input for algorithmic news recommenders (ANR) which target their readers with the news
they are (believed to be) interested in (cf. [16,17]). Such algorithmic systems thus enable media
outlets to customize their news to highly specific audience segments, possibly leading to fully
personalized newspapers, the realization of the so-called ‘Daily Me’ (cf. [18–20]). Although the
rise of algorithms thus impacts both the production and the consumption side of news, in this
paper we focus on the latter: how ANR influence the selection of information news readers are
presented with.
While ANR are presented as tailoring to the interests and preferences of the audience, there
is reason to worry that prevalent data-driven inferences might actually silence their individual
and collective voices. First, it can be questioned whether ANR and the data-driven inferences
of user preferences actually capture what news readers are interested in. Since the algorithms
that provide such customized recommendations mostly work on the basis of previous news
consumption and other past online behaviour, be it their own and/or of others, there is little
opportunity for news consumers to indicate occasional, momentary or future news preferences
and needs. But aggregate reading history alone is a poor proxy for reader interest. Even when
readers may indicate specific preferences, these are then aggregated in a general news taste
insensitive to fleeting interests and contingent wishes. Second, since the inferences made by
these algorithms are executed in non-transparent ways, news readers have no way to understand
why certain recommendations are made to them, what these algorithms are actually optimized
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1. Introduction

2

2
ANR may, for example, help people deal with today’s information-saturated world by pre-selecting what is relevant for
each individual (cf. [22,34,35]), help people specialize in the topics they are interested in, hereby fostering the cultivation of
‘expert citizens’ (cf. [36,37]), or can help foster people’s ideological (group) identities, preparing them for agonistic democratic
politics [38].
3

Some scholars have pointed to the ‘backfire effects’ of diversity exposure, actually leading to greater polarization: e.g. [39,40].

4

European Court of Human Rights, Case of the Sunday Times vs The United Kingdom, Application no. 6538/74, Strasbourg,
26 April 1979.
5
Manipulation takes many forms: from the relatively little dangerous perpetuation of the idea that curating algorithms are
neutral technologies which obscures the many contextual factors encoded in them, or the moderately dangerous nudging
of people into consuming certain preferred (ideological/moral/political) contents (which is a common business practice in
the political economy of web 2.0, see for example: https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/oct/05/smartphoneaddiction-silicon-valley-dystopia), to the very dangerous targeting of highly specific people with perfectly customized
messages so as to direct their thoughts and behaviour. The recent Cambridge Analytica/Facebook scandal perfectly
attests to this danger: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/12/technology/privacy-researchers-facebook.html; https://
www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/may/07/the-great-british-brexit-robbery-hijacked-democracy. But the broader
social media and fake news discussions similarly highlight the manipulative powers of the opaque selections algorithms
provide. See also [23,57,58].

........................................................

1
What this homogeneity is about all depends on the context in which ANR are used. If they are used by a specific newspaper
then it is mostly about missing certain types of articles (content) one wouldn’t otherwise receive. But if the context is a news
aggregator, then it is also about missing certain ideological perspectives (cf. [21–24]).

3
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for (including the commercial goals of the newspaper), let alone find out if and how they can
intervene in these data-driven processes. Third, as ANR predominantly deliver information that
aligns with people’s current interests and preferences, they can drive homogeneity and could
lower people’s chances to encounter different and not yet discovered content, opinions and
viewpoints.1 This would result in increasing societal polarization, the so-called ‘echo chambers’
[25] and the ‘filter bubbles’ [26], and consequently, a demise of the public sphere as the interaction
of different ideas and people is considered to be crucial to functioning democracies. It should
be noted that such discussions have the signs of a moral panic, and current empirical research
actually suggests a toning down of such sweeping alarmist claims (cf. [27–32]), especially
since people actively select news from many different sources (e.g. [33]). It can furthermore
be questioned whether personalized recommendations are merely pernicious for democratic
ideals,2 or that exposure to a diversity of content and voice is automatically good for pluriform
societies.3
The media play a crucial yet complex role in these debates. Although they are generally
commercial companies that should serve the interests of the reader (and its stakeholders), the
media aspire to live up to their professional ideals and esteem their editorial autonomy as
well [41]. But while they are clearly entitled to press freedom, this also entails an important
societal responsibility to provide the public with the information it has a right to receive.4 After
all, the media form an arena for public debate and create the collective realities democracies rest
upon (cf. [42–44]). Giving voice and reaching out to the different ideas and opinions in society is
therefore at the core of the democratic role of the media (cf. [45–49]), a necessity which is codified
as a fundamental human right [50]. But when should editorial judgement of ‘what is worth
knowing’ prevail, and how far should media go in pushing their ideas of what is important news
through ANR? And how much of a right to have a say or even complain should readers have?
These are old problems, but today’s technologically saturated media ecosystem, and in particular
the data-driven turn towards the audience, complicates these matters and highlights the complex
tensions between editorial autonomy, audience preferences, technological possibilities, corporate
interests and democratic responsibilities. The democratic problem we highlight here is not related
to the existence of ANR per se, but to how they are designed, deployed, and governed. In contrast
to common debates where algorithms feature as ontologically stable and transcendent objects of
power (cf. [51–53]), we should (and do) have a hand in how such technologies come to play a
role in our lives. The critical question is, of course, how to realize this. At the moment, ordinary
citizens and news readers have little knowledge about how algorithms define our information
landscape (cf. [54–56]), nor do they have many possibilities to deploy them in ways that befit
their personal interests and societal needs. This makes them particularly vulnerable to various
kinds of manipulation.5 Much of this lack of knowledge and influence has to do with the opacity

7
Obviously, voice can mean many types of influence over the algorithms curating news items, like on a more general or
legislative level, the options are many, but here we focus on the individual reader and her own algorithmically curated
information diet.
8
The Fair News project is led by IViR researcher Joris van Hoboken, ASCoR Professor of Political Communication Claes
de Vreese and Assistant Professor Claudia Hauff at TU Delft. The project involves a collaboration with Dutch newspaper
de Volkskrant. Fair News is part of the VWData Initial Impulse Programme (Startimpulsprogramma VW Data), with ‘VW

........................................................

6
This holds particularly for the advances in ‘deep learning’ which takes AI one step further up. Vast neural networks
comprising of different interconnecting layers make up such algorithmic systems whose decisions are almost by definition
inscrutable as their ways of knowing, seeing, interpreting may just be radically different from human cognition.

4
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of algorithms and the socio-technical systems they are part of (in short: algorithms) (e.g. [59]). As a
result, efforts to mitigate the problems associated with ANR therefore focus on more transparency
about the precise workings of algorithms (e.g. [60,61]). But algorithms are notoriously difficult
to grasp and understand, even for trained people like computer scientists (cf. [62,63]). This is
partly because of proprietary reasons, most operators keeping their algorithms secret to maintain
competitive advantage, to prevent adversarial learning and gaming (cf. [64,65]). But making the
workings of algorithms transparent or explainable is further complicated by the fact that they
are often complex entities with a difficult genealogy: they are the product of many interventions,
by many different people, with different interests, values and goals (cf. [66–68]). Algorithms are
always in flux, because they continuously interact with many different actors (other algorithms,
users, developers, aggregate data, etc.) and in various different settings (cf. [69–71]). This makes it
hard to pinpoint what exactly can be made transparent. Especially as algorithms are increasingly
programmed to improve autonomously, they may become even more elusive, moving beyond
the human capacity to grasp and understand.6 Recent calls and efforts for more transparency as
an ethical principle and a practical means to understand and govern algorithms (cf. [64,72]) may
therefore be falling short [73].
Instead of trying to make ANR more transparent, we explore in this article ways to give people
more influence over the information news recommendation algorithms provide by thinking
about and enabling possibilities to express voice. We loosely follow the seminal work of Albert
Hirschman who specifies voice (communicating one’s ideas in order to bring about improvement)
as a strategy people have in contrast to exit (withdrawal) when they are unsatisfied with provided
services [74], and draw more generally from democratic theory and the normative principle that
people should have a say over the factors that influence their lives (or at least not be denied or
prevented from having such a say) (e.g. [75,76]). We thus define voice as the possibility to exert control
over the algorithms that curate people’s own news provision.7 In a way, voice can be seen as a way to
make the ideals of transparency actionable, and to make them work in everyday practice. Our goal
is to advance thinking about how to make ANR truly more responsive to the information wishes
and needs of news readers, and to develop more concrete ways by which people can deploy ANR
in ways that befit their and not (just) corporate interests. This will help media organizations as
well to better balance the aforementioned different goals and interests in today’s technologically
saturated media ecosystem.
We do so by first reviewing the literature on media responsiveness and intervenability in
data-driven processes which both make a case for giving people more influence over the datadriven processes that structure people’s news provision. We then explore currently existing
ways to express voice in relation to ANR in order to build a conceptual frame to think about
different modalities of giving voice, which leads us to our alternative: the introduction of
algorithmic recommender personae. These are pre-configured and anthropomorphized types of
recommendation algorithms from which people can choose when browsing (news) sites. Not to
be mistaken with idealized (or stereotyped) user types (and their alleged reading behaviour)
to which people need to conform, algorithmic recommender personae allow people instead to
demand from technologies, such as ANR, to behave in ways that align with their own specific
(news) interests at each single moment. Our efforts are part of the larger Fair News project, a
multidisciplinary research project in the Netherlands funded by the National Science Agenda, in
which we study the role of algorithms in the news industry and elaborate the concept of fairness
in both theoretical and empirical ways.8

2. Media responsiveness and intervenability

........................................................

Data’ standing for responsible value creation (verantwoorde waardecreatie), and the programme aimed at ‘responsible value
creation with Big Data’. The programme is financed by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) as part
of the recently created National Research Agenda in the Netherlands. The National Research Agenda comprises studies
intended to lead to answers to the social and economic issues of the day and the near future.
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The lack of responsiveness and the powerlessness of the audience has long been described as
‘one of the most difficult problems for media regulation’ [77]. How to balance between people’s
interests and editorial ideas of what is important news? For a long time, the media have been
veering on the side of editorial judgement, and mechanisms for people to participate, express
preferences or to voice dissatisfaction were simply not part of the system [78]. Instead, audience
interests were ‘institutionally rather than legally protected’ [79], either through government
policies (in the case of the audiovisual media) or self-regulatory frameworks (in the case of the
press), instructing the media to take viewers’ interest at heart. Such instructions would range
from concrete programme obligations and diversity requirements, or advertising restrictions
to pledges of journalistic integrity and professionalism. A central idea behind media diversity
policies, for example, is to give the different ideas and groups in society ‘voice’ but also to
confront the audience with these ‘other voices’ [80]. The closest mechanisms towards establishing
real voice for members of the audience were the ability to send programme complaints, to send
letters to the editor, and the establishment of programme councils that would have audience
representation. More indirect means, such as audience surveys and polls, existed as well [81],
but these measures give a rather limited and at times anecdotal idea of the ‘voice of the
audience’ [78,82].
The limited ability of taking into account audience feedback and giving them the opportunity
to express voice was at least in parts conditioned by the state of technology, and the lack of
interactivity in early mass media. One defining feature of the traditional ‘broadcasting’ approach
was the lack of a direct return channel, i.e. an opportunity for the audience to directly express
preferences or signal dissatisfaction with a particular programme, other than switching the
channel. Digitization in broadcasting technology, but also the proliferation of online formats
boosted interactivity as a new means and ideal of engaging with the audience. As a consequence,
several waves of audience empowerment followed [83].
Unlike traditional broadcasting and print media, data-driven news personalization can be far
more responsive to individual user needs and interests, at least in theory. Hindman goes as far
as stating an obligation for journalists to use audience analytics for this purpose [84]. This counts
especially for user-driven personalization where users are invited to detail their interests and
express explicit preferences for topics, categories, or journalists. Nowadays, many mobile news
apps offer sophisticated menus to express interests and preferences. The success of such userdriven forms of personalization as a form of giving users voice is limited, however, partly because
of the seeming lack of interests of users [85]. The question is, of course, whether this lack of
enthusiasm should be blamed on users, or whether there is room for improvement at the level of
the technological and operational design and associated policy frameworks.
The case of data-driven personalized recommendations creates some particular complexities
with respect to audience needs and wishes, as a result of the applied logic of inferences and
optimization. Here, the media infer preferences based on an increasing amount of data that they
collect from their users and other sources (e.g. using the BBC iPlayer is nowadays conditional
upon users actively signing in and permitting users to share their information, similarly the
NPO app). This data is subsequently being analysed and subjected to all kinds of statistical
analyses which must help to create an optimal data-driven strategy of how the user can be
engaged. Arguably, this could be a new, technologically mediated form of facilitating users’ voice,
provided that the interests and preferences that the media inferred, and the resulting algorithmic
recommendations, do indeed succeed in articulating the voice of users.
But this assumption alone—that inferred and optimized user preference can also be a form
of voice—can be met with serious criticism. As we argued before, it is unclear whether the

5

The principle of intervenability can be grounded in the right to informational selfdetermination, which itself is linked to individual liberty and democratic self-governance.
Intervenability safeguards the individual’s effective agency when confronted with data-driven
processes and their consequences. Hansen clarifies that while intervenability is primarily focused
on safeguards for the data subject, intervenability as a goal is also important for the organizations
processing the relevant personal data ([90]; see also [91]). In practice, intervenability requires
9
Regulation 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and
on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).
10

ENISA 2014, Privacy and Data Protection by Design – from policy to engineering.

........................................................

Intervenability ensures intervention is possible concerning all ongoing or planned privacyrelevant data processing, in particular by those persons whose data are processed. The
objective of intervenability is the application of corrective measures and counter-balances
where necessary.10

6
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data that ANR use actually mirrors the true preferences and needs of the user, or that they
are outweighed by other signals and optimization benchmarks (e.g. preferences of advertisers,
the editorial team, values on the side of technology developers) [86,87]. Zamith points to the
importance of distinguishing between construed and real audiences as ‘the former might reflect
the latter poorly’ [82]. Another question is if the ‘real’ audience actually knows what it needs or
wants [88]. Even if an algorithmic recommendation was successful in accurately predicting the
information needs of users, there is still the (ethical) question of whether that should overrule
what users (at that moment) believe they want, what editors think news readers should know,
and, related to that, what other voices should be shown (diversity).
But even if the media would at some point be able to perfectly know how to engage the user,
there would still remain new issues with voice. While the media might be able to better predict
with the use of algorithms what people want or need than readers themselves, this does not
take away that responsiveness involves the possibility for users to actually have a say. Voice,
under these conditions, will probably take on a very different meaning, namely giving users the
opportunity to exercise agency (voice) in how their virtual representation is constructed, and
how it is used to present them with recommendations that allegedly articulate their interests
and preferences. This can take the form of being able to provide some form of feedback on
recommendations, have some control over the data that is being used, or the recommendation
logic that is being applied. In other words, voice requires transparency, but it should also entail
possibilities to influence settings and applied profiles.
Construing the voice of the user is thus closely related to, and interlinked with, the evolution
of audience measurement techniques and the governance of user data in reader demographics
and usage statistics [89]. Reader statistics used to be built through surveys, and later through
new forms of audience surveillance and online tracking. The position of users in relation to such
inferred constructions of the ‘voice of the audience’ connect us to another form of voice, which
appears as the concept of intervenability in the literature on data protection law and privacy by
design. One of the core principles of data protection law is that people should have control over
the processing of their personal data. To be more precise, they should have a say in what data
is being collected about them, how it is used to forge profiles and what automated decisions are
being made. This principle is codified, most recently in the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), under the rubric of consent (and the possibility to withdraw one’s consent), transparency,
as well as the various data subject rights (the rights to access one’s personal data, the right to ask
for correction and/or object to their processing, and the right not to be subject to certain forms of
automated decision-making).9
In the technical literature on privacy by design, this broad principle of control over personal
data processing has been conceptualized as the principle of intervenability in (personal) datadriven processes. As an ENISA study on privacy engineering goals summarizes:

The lack of knowledge about and the little influence people have on the information they get
to see through algorithmic curation has not solely been an academic concern. A variety of
civil society organizations have occupied themselves with these issues, and ordinary citizens
have expressed their dissatisfaction as well. The introduction of more advanced forms of
algorithmic curation by social media platforms of people’s newsfeed has caused, for example,
much commotion. When Twitter announced that it was going to ‘personalize’ the display of
tweets based on algorithmically defined ‘relevance’, the hashtag #RIPTwitter emerged through
which users expressed their dismay (https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jun/07/
new-algorithm-driven-instagram-feed-rolled-out-to-the-dismay-of-users). They tweeted how
they ‘want to decide what is relevant’ and feared that this is the ‘first step toward becoming
Facebook’, meaning losing control over the posts they are exposed to (https://www.makeuseof.
com/tag/algorithm-change-death-twitter/). The point is that people care about having influence
over the algorithms that structure the information they get to see. Yet there are few possibilities
to actually do so.
In the following we discuss existing ways through which people can express voice or influence
the algorithmically curated information they get to see before presenting our own alternative.
Building on the work of Hirschman, we differentiate four ideal typical modalities of expressing
voice: alternation, awareness, adjustment and obfuscation. We explain in conceptual terms what
these modalities entail, present examples and evaluate their respective merits and limitations
in the current context. We shift between perspectives that involve the input, the computational
and the output side of algorithmic curation. Because algorithmic curation in news media is still
in its nascent stage, we also discuss the voice of users on social media platforms like Facebook
and Twitter, which have become dominant forces in the media ecosystem. The list of possibilities
and applications is not exhaustive, nor is it meant to be. The purpose is to map and analytically
organize different modalities of expressing voice, so as to foster and advance deployments of

........................................................

3. Exploring current ways to express voice

7
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designing for the possibility for users to give feedback, make complaints and exercise their rights,
stop specific data processing operations and intervene or review data-driven decisions and allow
for effective oversight.
Intervenability in the data protection framework is linked to the processing of so-called
personal data. The use of this normative concept in the context of data-driven news
recommendations does not require such a strict limitation. First, it is unlikely that the normative
principles in the media context should directly translate into legal obligations, considering the
special position of media and the preference for self-regulation following from media freedom.
Second, we are less interested here in the flow of personal data per se, than in the data flows
and processes that power ANR more generally. Even in the situation in which the data is nonpersonal, the principle and value of voice in the context of the media clearly points in the same
direction: the possibility of the audience to exert control over the data-driven processes that shape
their news provision. Whereas media theory may have focused most of its attention to processes
related to the production, dissemination and consumption of content, data protection principles
bring another crucial governance layer (data) into perspective. The data-intensive nature of
ANR requires this perspective to come into play as well. It probably goes without saying that
intervenability in data-driven processes can be challenging and costly to implement, in particular
at scale, considering the nature of the required possibility to intervene. One of the benefits of
automation that can be achieved through ANR is precisely that it scales well and allows for
personalized news processes to function, without the need for (human) intervention. Thus, an
important question for research and practice is what forms of intervention at the level of data
inputs and processing can be achieved in the context of ANR to further the value of voice, while
allowing the benefits of news personalization to materialize as well.

this democratic principle in the algorithmically saturated media ecosystem of today and the
foreseeable future.11

11

The authors of this article are keen on being updated on such initiatives, so please send other versions to us by mail to the
corresponding author.

12

Obviously, news readers have great agency to search and gather any kind of information themselves, and we acknowledge
that, but here we speak about receiving information through ANR and specifically about ways to take more control over their
curating practices. Using completely different ways to gather information is indeed a way to bypass the influence of ANR,
but it is not really a way to exert influence over their curating practices.

13

Think of Feedly (https://feedly.com/i/welcome), Alltop (https://alltop.com/), TheOldReader (https://theoldreader.com)
and Awasu (https://awasu.com/).

14

This is what the algorithmically personalized news aggregator app News360 does; besides giving personalized
recommendations based on each user’s reading behaviour, users can choose to read the ‘top stories today’ for ‘Jack,
Businessman’, ‘Mary, Fashionista’, and ‘Michelle, Web Designer’, each of them with a graphic image of such personae.

15

In particular, Digg (http://digg.com) is relevant here as the human curators are presented on their website, cultivating a
certain culture for consumers to identify with, but there are also other news aggregators like Flipboard and the Dutch Blendle.

16
Especially NewsPrompt (https://newsprompt.co), SmartNews (https://www.smartnews.com/en/) and News360
(https://news360.com) are big on algorithmic curation and other forms of personalization.
17

Google recently launched a new feature called ‘full coverage’ that ‘provides a complete picture of how that story is reported
from a variety of sources’ and ‘is the same for everyone—it’s an unpersonalized view of events from a range of trusted news

........................................................

A first way for people to exert control over the curation practices of algorithms in news
provision is simply by switching between different news outlets and media forms, and
also by using multiple or different recommenders.12 After all, if people let only one type
of algorithm define their information provision, they are quite vulnerable to the opaque
workings of that specific curation mechanism, whatever these may be. But when people
(can) take advantage of the different personalization algorithms out there, they multiply
their possibilities. Alternation operates at a practical level since people can easily choose to
visit different news outlets in order to receive different selections of news. It can also be
integrated more systemically, for instance through meta-search engines which combine the results
from different search engines (e.g. https://www.searchenginepeople.com/blog/10-meta-searchengines-reviewed-and-compared.html). While there are to date no systematized ways or unified
platforms to alternate between different curating news algorithms, there are a number of other
initiatives that illustrate what this could look like. The central point is that alternating between
different algorithmic regimes is a means of exerting control over the information people get to see.
In some way, news aggregators and news feeds have performed the principle of alternation in
its nascent stage, with RSS readers having gone through an interesting bloom and downfall (see
[92]). News aggregators are information services that collect new news items from many different
sources in a systematized way (e.g. Google News), while RSS feeds and readers create control
over what topics or media outlets users wish to follow.13 Other forms of alternation exist by what
certain (imaginary) user types find interesting,14 but nowadays also by what human curators
believe to be relevant,15 and increasingly by algorithms following people’s complete browsing
history.16 By receiving news items from many different sources, readers are able to overcome
the relatively narrow perspective, or bias, one news outlet might give on a certain topic, and
alternate between sources in order to get a wider, more comprehensive view. MashedMedias, to
give an example, brings together news items from a wide variety of both ‘mainstream media’
and ‘alternative media’. Their ‘goal is to provide an unbiased source for news [ . . . ] providing
exposure to lesser known news sources [ . . . ] With people’s distrust in the media at an all-time
high and there being little to no trust in the mainstream media to report the news fully, accurately
or fairly, Mashedmedias.com provides a venue for users to read, research and determine the
validity of the news for themselves’ (https://www.mashedmedias.com/about). The use of news
aggregators helps to bypass the algorithms operating at each single news outlet. But as most
advanced news aggregators today use sophisticated algorithms to curate peoples’ aggregated
news feed, the circle is round again. Until a news aggregator or alike arrives.17
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(a) Alternation

8

An important way for people to gain more influence over the curating practices of algorithms is
by being aware of them. Understanding the workings of algorithms may not be easy, as previously
discussed, but raising awareness about personalization practices is an important and necessary
first step. Often underestimated in current debates is the ability of individuals to make their own
choices as to what news outlets to visit, which people to befriend and follow, and what datacollection practices to allow. This can be related to people’s media literacy more generally. For
people to make effective decisions they need to be aware of the personalization practices at work,
and so we find various efforts, legally enforced or not, to inform users.
First, depending on the reigning legal framework, and on the ethical and political signature
of the organization, some news outlets provide information about their personalization practices
themselves. Often, as a result of the personal nature of user data that is powering ANR, these
are explained in the privacy policy where news outlets detail what user data they collect and
why [94]. A prominent media and publishing house in the Netherlands, De Persgroep, explains,
for example, that they collect data and place cookies not just ‘to advertise purposefully’, but also
‘to better understand our readers and users. Based on information about demographics, interests
and behaviour of our users, we try to improve our products and services and better attune
them to the wishes of the users’ (https://www.persgroep.nl/privacy?cookie=1). The New York
Times states that they collect user data to ‘improve services we offer you, including customized
recommendations, advertising and currency display, to improve marketing, and to track access
and use of the NYT Services across the devices that you use to access the NYT Services’ (https://
help.nytimes.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014892108-Privacy-policy#b). Providing personalized
sources’. See Trystan Upstill, ‘The new Google News: AI meets human intelligence’, Google Blog, 8 May 2018, https://www.
blog.google/products/news/new-google-news-ai-meets-human-intelligence/.
18

AllSides operates in five more domains, e.g. they developed a ‘balanced’ search engine that gives different instead of the
most popular results, and (school) programmes fostering civic dialogue and mutual understanding.
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One type of news aggregator is worth mentioning here in more detail, the so-called ‘matrix’
news aggregator, which lets readers alternate not just between different news sources, but
between different predefined ideological perspectives, or ‘frames’. These aggregators generally
present the same news event from a limited number of ideologically different origins next to
each other, in a matrix, so that readers can learn about the same event from multiple angles
by alternating between these different perspectives. Computer and information scientists from
Germany have developed NewsBird, an ‘extensible news aggregator’, to ‘reduce the effects of
media bias’ by showing news articles on international events from different perspectives (now
mostly organized by country) in a comprehensive matrix (see their article: [93]). AllSides, a USbased non-profit political news aggregator, starts from a similar assumption that ‘unbiased news
doesn’t exist’ and ‘provides [readers with] multiple angles on the same story so you can quickly
get the full picture, not just one slant’ (https://www.allsides.com/unbiased-balanced-news).
Their website presents news items on the same topic from different mainstream media outlets
labelled by them on a five-item political left-to-right scale (L-L-C-R-R) so that people are aware of
the ideological origins of the news they consume, but also to facilitate reading across ideological
divides.18 Although not really a news aggregator, the Swedish Filterbubblan is ‘a tool that lets
[readers] see how different debates sound in the three ideological bubbles that characterize
Swedish domestic politics, from left to right’, and alternate between these ‘filter bubbles’ with
one click (http://filterbubblan.se/).
While these efforts are great at reducing predefined biases by letting news readers alternate
between different perspectives and sources, they do little to work around hidden biases in
algorithmic curation. For that to work, readers need to be able to alternate between different
curating algorithms so that they can see how these result in different news provision logics and
outcomes and consequentially choose what news outlets and personalization tools to consult in
order to bypass each specific algorithmic bias.

A third way in which people can be given influence over the curation practices of algorithms is
through offering the possibility to adjust them according to their interests and wishes. This is,
moreover, not just a moral matter, there are commercial interests pushing this imperative as well.
After all, if people can positively influence the technologies they use, then it is likely that they
will have greater satisfaction using them, and thus use them more, while generating more data
for the companies about user interests (see, for example, [95]). To some degree, users are offered
possibilities to adjust the algorithms that structure their news feed already, and we will explore
these in order to see what they entail.
Most news outlets have developed, to date, no formal ways to influence their curating
algorithms [94]. Perhaps this is too much to ask, since most of these outlets have only started
to explore personalization for their readers, and currently predominantly offer a ‘recommended
for you’ section on their websites. Based on what types of articles people read, they give
suggestions of other articles they might be interested in. Sometimes users can actively indicate
the journalists they wish to follow or the topics they are interested in, similar to the way in
19
One exception is perhaps LabRdr, an experimental offline news app by The Guardian Mobile Innovations Lab that aims to be
transparent about what data it uses and how: ‘We want to be incredibly transparent about how we are using the data we
gather about your commute patterns and the things you choose to read. To that end, for each permission we request, and for
each piece of data it allows us to track through the app, we also explain how we’ll use it to aim to improve your commute
reading. We’ve also created a section — the Log — where you see what data we’ve collected on your use of the app’. But again,
how this influences the articles you get to see is not entirely clear.
20

Such analyses and commentaries literally abound in thousands, simply search for ‘how does XX news feed work?’ or ‘how
to influence your XXX feed’.
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news services seems to go hand in hand with targeted advertising and other commercial
activities. Yet while news readers are on such pages informed about the more general user data
collection and processing practices, very little is disclosed about how that specifically influences
the information they get to see.19
The same can be said about dominant social media platforms like Facebook, which have
extensive information in their privacy policy about the data they collect and use in their
personalization operations, but tend to say little specifically about how such data influences
people’s feed. Other actors, like research institutes, investigative journalists, civil society
organizations and private commentators have increasingly stepped into their place by sharing
general knowledge about algorithmic curation,20 but these are similarly unable to tell individual
users how that affects the information they get to see. Some initiatives, however, have sprung
up in recent years to raise more awareness among Internet users about the specific news they
consume. Although they focus less on algorithmic curation per se, they do give people the
ability to reflect on their news diet, especially insofar as they might be caught in an ideological
‘filter bubble’. Researchers from University of Michigan’s School of Information, for example,
developed Balancer, a Chrome extension that ‘analyses your Web browsing to show you the
political slant of your reading history. If you get way out of balance, we may even give
you reading suggestions’ (http://www.balancestudy.org/balancer/). This plugin shows users
whether they have read more articles from news sites categorized as liberal or conservative, and
hopes to stimulate users to read more from the other side.
In sum, raising awareness about algorithmic curation is widely done, including through user
data privacy statements, and goes some way in giving news readers influence over the algorithms
structuring their news provision. It would be an interesting empirical question to see how these
efforts resonate with people’s own cultural, or ‘folk’, understandings of such technologies and
how to game them. We furthermore foresee that the GDPR, which raises the bar on transparency
and user control over personal data processing, will have a positive impact on awareness.
However, as long as most information is general, not intuitive and not specific about its workings
or results, it may do little to help news readers make concrete choices about how to engage with
different ANR.

........................................................

21
This is, for example, what the BBC offers: http://www.bbc.com/usingthebbc/account/about-your-personalisationsettings/; or, as the aforementioned experimental offline news app LabRdr offers, users can opt in to certain personalization
features and alerts, but also lets its readers ‘adjust the settings to get a longer or shorter reading package’.
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which news aggregators give some control over the curating algorithm. At best, news outlets
give an option to ‘opt in/out’ from certain or all of their personalization services,21 but this is
a rather limited way of expressing voice. Some, like former The New York Times public editor
Liz Spayd, argue to more actively include readers and their opinions: ‘think of Pandora radio,
where the company [ . . . ] lets the listener give the thumbs up or down to specific songs, thus
changing the algorithm’ (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/18/public-editor/a-communityof-one-the-times-gets-tailored.html). Although this would be a great step forward, such methods
may mostly serve further optimization, and leave other recommender values, such as diversity
or serendipity, untouched.
And what about social media platforms? As the introduction of this section highlighted, many
people care about having control over their social media news feed. While Instagram remained
insensitive to the discontents of users when they introduced algorithmic curation, and continues
to offer no option to adjust it, Twitter responded by letting users decide whether they would
like to personalize their timeline or not (https://blog.twitter.com/marketing/en_us/a/2016/
an-improved-timeline-for-consumers-and-brands.html). Facebook has more extensive options to
adjust the settings that influence people’s news feed. In addition to allowing users to change
their news feed from the relevancy-based ‘top stories’ to the chronological ‘most recent’, they
let users prioritize who or what they want to see first by (de)following certain friends, pages and
groups. The same counts for their ads, or ‘suggested posts’, where users can indicate if they are not
interested in such ads. Facebook also enables users to create different lists of ‘friends’, e.g. family,
colleagues, etc., which lead to different news feeds between which people can choose. Although
these settings give people some influence over the information they get to see, there remains
little opportunity to control (or know) the actual weighting of these variables in the algorithmic
systems. How such setting changes affect the news feeds of people remains therefore a relative
black box. The irony is that while users have little control over their news feeds, these platforms
offer powerful filtering tools to advertisers to target the user groups they are interested in. This
makes clear again that when people don’t have to pay for a service, they may be better understood
as the product being sold (cf. https://lifehacker.com/5697167/if-youre-not-paying-for-it-yourethe-product). And it may make little commercial sense to give your products voice, especially if
there are two billion of them. When media business models rely on solely advertising, it can be
questioned whether there is enough incentive to enable more user control, especially the types of
control that would run counter to the business’ commercial optimization benchmarks.
A recently developed (external) tool to control the algorithmic curation of people’s news feeds
is Gobo, ‘a social media aggregator with filters you control’, developed by Ethan Zuckerman
and colleagues at the MIT Media Lab’s Center for Civic Media (https://www.media.mit.edu/
projects/gobo/overview/). It works by aggregating posts from people’s contacts on Twitter
and Facebook, but lets users decide which ones they want to see, instead of these social
media platforms. They do so by offering multiple adjustable filters to their aggregator: politics,
seriousness, rudeness, virality, gender and brands. The politics slider, for example, lets people get out
of their ‘filter bubble’ by moving it from ‘my perspective’ to ‘lots of perspectives’, and the ‘gender’
slider makes it possible for people to hear more from women ‘who often get shouted down in
online dialogs’. The easy-to-use sliders make it possible for people to play with these filters to
find out what effect they have on their news feed. It is a technology to think and play with, as
they say. The project is building more filters for people to further customize their news feeds,
but as Gobo is an open experiment in developing civic social media, they have made it possible
for others to develop and add filters as well. Finally, Gobo ‘aims to be completely transparent,
showing you why each post was included in your feed’, something that is not the case with the
aforementioned platforms. Gobo’s underlying mission is ‘to open a conversation about who gets
to filter what you see on the Web’ as they believe in ‘escaping echo chambers’ and that ‘seeing a

For personalized news curation to work, algorithmic systems need user data, for without
information on what news readers like (to read), they have little notion about how to provide
individual recommendations. A last, and perhaps counterintuitive, way for people to gain more
influence over ANR is by mobilizing against the data-driven processes through obfuscation.
This is a strategy conceptualized by Helen Nissenbaum and others, defined as ‘the deliberate
addition of ambiguous, confusing, or misleading information to interfere with surveillance or
data collection’ [96]. The idea behind it is that privacy is guaranteed through making a lot of
noise around people’s own (online) data-producing activities so that these disappear in a cloud
of meaningless information. In the specific context of ANR, this could mean a variety of things,
starting from the simple handwork of clicking on all news items to sharing one’s news profile or
device with others, all with the purpose of hindering the construction of a personalized news taste
and the profiling of individuals as certain types of readers. We realize that obfuscation may run
against some of the goals and benefits of personalization, but it is nevertheless a distinct way to
gain influence over the curating practices of algorithms, albeit disruptively. Since no formalized
strategies of obfuscation in the context of algorithmic news personalization exist yet, we discuss
other more established methods of obfuscation here, both as example, and as inspiration for
thinking about potential productive ways to deploy obfuscation as a strategy to gain more control
over the news people get recommended.
The first fully developed obfuscation tool is the TrackMeNot plugin for Web browsers. As
creators Howe and Nissenbaum explain, it ‘runs as a low-priority background process that
periodically issues randomized search-queries to popular search engines. It hides users’ actual
search trails in a cloud of “ghost” queries, significantly increasing the difficulty of aggregating
such data into accurate or identifying user profiles’ [97]. Similarly, obfuscating is the tool they
developed together with Zer-Aviv, called AdNauseam, which is targeted mostly at the advertising
industry: ‘the plugin works with existing adblockers to block ads on visited pages, but then
quietly clicks each ad in the background, polluting user profiles and creating mistrust between
advertisers and the networks they pay for clicks’ [98]. Both tools serve not only people’s privacy,
but also enable them to express their discontent with the pervasive surveillance technologies that
keep track of their online behaviour, whether for commercial or political ends. More commercial
versions are the many VPN connecters which obfuscate your location and go as such against
‘geo-targeting’ and local censorships. As one rather popular service explains, ‘there isn’t a simple
fix to the filter bubble phenomenon, but the use of IPVanish VPN will lessen its impact. When
you connect to IPVanish, your Web traffic is funnelled through an encrypted tunnel and your IP
address is altered. This limits data collection and breaks down location-based tracking’ (https://
www.ipvanish.com/why-vpn.php). In short, these obfuscation strategies engage directly with
the interfaces and protocols of the technologies they wish to subvert, turning their logic
against them.
Now, what to make out of this strategy for our case here? As explained before, the
central aim of these obfuscation strategies is to resist and intervene with the datafication
of people’s online behaviour and their consequential categorization in certain news reader
profiles. But what if this exactly is what news readers need in order to benefit from news
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wider picture of the news is a critical piece of democratic society’ (http://www.ethanzuckerman.
com/blog/2017/11/16/who-filters-your-news-why-we-built-gobo-social/).
In summary, the possibilities to adjust the algorithms that structure people’s news feeds are
still rather limited, but some economic and democratic motives to expand these are definitely
there. The challenge (for companies) is to balance different interests appropriately by keeping
users satisfied with their offerings by giving them more control, while supporting their business
models. Whether we can expect sufficient innovation from commercial companies to support
voice remains to be seen, but it should be possible to find technological solutions that may fulfil
both goals.

When thinking about concrete ways to materialize voice in the context of algorithmic news
recommenders, all four aforementioned modalities play an important informative role. We regard
it important that users can easily alternate between different types of recommendation regimes,
that they are (made) aware of how these work and what data they use, that they can adjust
them to whatever needs they have. While we consider obfuscation a great strategy of resistance,
it will remain challenging in the context of news recommenders how to translate this into
real productive possibilities. So far, the Gobo tool offers the best concrete way users can exert
control over curating algorithms. It is built on the assumption that (digital) technologies should
be working in our favour, and that (social) media platforms have a civic and public utility
function. These are dedications we endorse, and we share Gobo’s concern that it is undesirable
and dangerous that algorithms (and the commercial parties behind them) control what we see,
while we don’t have control over these algorithms ourselves. ANR should be working to help
people with their information needs, not just to ‘optimize user retention and engagement so that
our attention can be sold to advertisers’ (http://www.ethanzuckerman.com/blog/2017/11/16/
who-filters-your-news-why-we-built-gobo-social/). While Gobo is a great example of how ANR
can be made more responsive to user demands by offering adjustable filtering sliders, we doubt
whether many users would actually experiment and play with all these settings. Yes, there will
be some tech-savvy people who might have the patience and curiosity to adjust these sliders each
time they go on social media, but experience in commercial and academic settings shows that
most users won’t spend much time tinkering with settings. Especially as we expect the number of
sliders to increase, and choice will thus increasingly abound, people might shy away from using
any slider at all. That’s the paradox of choice: the more to choose from, the less we actually seem
to do. As much as we like Gobo, and as much as we believe it should be developed further and
acquire a prominent place in today’s (social) media ecosystem, we argue that there should be
something else, something easier and quicker to use.
Gobo prompted us to think further. The question that guided us in this article was how
to retain the complexity of multiple adjustable filtering settings as a means to express voice,
while enabling such choices to be exercised in an easy and more intuitive manner. Following
this imperative, we have come up with the idea of algorithmic recommender personae. These
are pre-configured and anthropomorphized types of recommendation algorithms from which people
can choose from when browsing (news) sites. With one click, they get different sorts of (news)
recommendations, enabling them to easily switch between different ‘versions of the world’
based on different optimization strategies, depending on people’s momentary (news) mood and
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personalization? Obfuscation may therefore be a great form of resistance against large-scale
surveillance systems, but it disavows and disables the possibilities for algorithmically defined
personal news recommendations. Or so it seems. Next to resistance, the other main objective of
obfuscation is to take back control, to reassert agency over the user data that is used, from the
technological systems that leave little room for users to engage with and reply to. Perhaps we
can think of ways to selectively disrupt the surveillance and categorization practices at work, in
order to still benefit from the advantages of getting personalized news recommendations, but
this time on people’s own terms? This brings such obfuscation strategies closer to ‘gaming’, the
strategic interaction with technological systems and their underlying logics in order to bend
them to one’s own ends or interests. An early example of this in the media algorithms context
is the so-called ‘Google bomb’, in which a linking campaign can return a politically humorous
result for a particular query. In a recent article, Gürses et al. point to the strategic activities of
disadvantaged user of optimization systems, such as Uber drivers, who try to correct, reverse or
improve ‘unfair’ outcomes by feeding misinformation into the system. Gürses et al. show how
such subversive activities can be formalized as a design principle which they call ‘protective
optimization technologies’ [99]. We think it is safe to expect a lot more in this area of data activism
and mobilization against our algorithmic overlords.

22

Interestingly in this context, some have recently argued to construct persona’s automatically from social media profiles by
means of algorithmic machine learning [103].

........................................................

The use of personae is not novel. We partly took our inspiration from the different avatars
gamers can choose from when playing various kinds of role-playing video games [100], each
pertaining different characteristics and qualities. But personae are also widely used in various
design processes. Starting in the field of software development, personae were introduced as a
tool to help design teams do their work better by keeping target users in mind. Following Alan
Cooper who developed and popularized this tool in the early 2000s [101], ‘personas are not real
people, but they are based on the behaviours and motivations of real people we have observed
and represent them throughout the design process’ [102]. In other words, they are ideal typical
constructions of prospective users based on empirical, mostly qualitative, research.22 Because
personae are anthropomorphized, the argument goes, developers are better able to understand
and empathize with the people who are meant to use their products. In this way, developers can
and should think, talk and interact with and about these personae during the design process. As
this design tool turns out to be highly productive, it is nowadays used in many different fields:
from marketing [104] and product design [105], to healthcare [106].
While in concept similar, our use of personae to anthropomorphize algorithmic recommenders
is different from these sorts of applications. First, because our usage is not meant to help develop
a future product, but is a product in itself. The users of our personae are therefore not producers,
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purpose. These recommender personae thus give people the ability to influence their information
provision with the simplicity of clicking on one specific recommender persona. Informed
by theoretical understandings of knowledge engagements and technological feasibilities, we
currently distinguish between the Explorer (news from unexplored territory), the Diplomat (news
from the other side), the Wizard (surprising news), the Moral Vacationer (guilty pleasures), or
the Expert (specialized news based on previous consumption). We will explain these personae in
more detail further in this paper, but underneath is an image of what a news outlet’s landing page
deploying them could look like. While the expressive images give people a quick idea about what
types of recommendations are provided by that persona, the question mark hides more specific
information about each particular recommending principle.

Most notably, Yaqub [111], cf. https://erc.europa.eu/projects-figures/stories/looking-one-thing-finding-another.

........................................................
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but news readers. A more important difference, however, is that our users need not identify with
the personae in order to have them work, whereas in other situations this generally is the case.
This is a crucial difference which becomes clearer when we take an empirical example from
the news sector we discussed earlier. The highly personalized news aggregator News360 uses
such user personae. In addition to recommendations personalized for ‘You’ (based on people’s
own interests and/or online reading behaviour), users can choose to read the ‘top stories today’
for ‘Jack, Businessman’, ‘Mary, Fashionista’, and ‘Michelle, Web Designer’, each of them with
a graphic image of such personae. While this is an easy way to alternate between different
news preferences, such user type personae force people to identify with these types, while failing
to inform people about what kind of recommendations they will receive other than through
stereotypical assumptions of what these types would read. This is problematic because some
news readers might want to read financial news, but would not (like to) identify at all with a
businessman, or they might like to read entertainment gossip but would not (want to) identify
with a fashionista. The point is that giving users the possibility to read recommendations for a
certain (stereotypical) persona brings about unnecessary requirements for identification, and may
not be responsive to their individual news interests at all. To avoid this problem, we propose to
develop algorithmic recommender types instead of news reader types. The choice is not what kind
of news readers people want to identify with, but from what kind of recommender persona
they would like to receive recommendations from. This is a crucial difference, which, we hope,
could facilitate more and easier alternations between different recommender algorithms based
on people’s information interests at each separate occasion. Now let us explain the recommender
personae we currently have in mind.
The Explorer, offering people ‘news from unexplored territories’, is inspired by the notion of
diversity. As explained before, the central concern around news recommenders is that they lessen
the possibilities for people to encounter news and opinions that fall outside their ordinary online
histories and reading habits. This is, however, not just an academic or political concern: news
consumers emphasize that they find it important to be able to hear and read about topics they
haven’t thought of, viewpoints they don’t quite understand, and perspectives that are unknown.
Diversity in recommender design needs, however, to go beyond mere variance or serendipity,
and would benefit from a more diverse conceptualization of diversity [22]. One can think
of diversity in terms of ideological background, professional origin, writing and presentation
style, article length, and so on. A growing literature on diversity in relation to the digital
news environment can support conceptualizing diversity further and developing the relevant
algorithms accordingly [22].
The Diplomat, bringing people ‘news from the other side’, is inspired by the notion
of intellectual diplomacy. To combat polarization and fragmentation, often associated
with algorithmic curation, this recommendation algorithm provides readers with (positive)
information from or about ideological or political opponents. Building on the work of sociologists
Zygmunt Bauman and Bruno Latour, who separately developed this role of diplomacy as the key
practice for intellectuals in a multifaceted postmodern world (cf. [107,108]), this recommender
persona strives to live up to that role of mediating between different societal groups and their
worldviews. The goal is not just to recommend articles about or from opponents, but as far as
contents allow, to include more news articles that are based on positive or constructive journalism
so as to foster mutual understanding and empathy (cf. [109,110]).
The Wizard, giving people ‘surprising news’, is inspired by the notion of serendipity. News
personalization is often said to reduce the chances for people to encounter information they
had never thought of before. Often used as and confused with pure chance or randomness,
serendipity is a concept that comprises of more conceptual richness and variety as well. Although
research on this concept is still nascent,23 we build from such works to think about more diverse
ways to recommend unknown articles, other than random variation so that algorithms can learn
better (which is the dominant design rationale for including unrelated items). There are multiple

The deployment of various forms of AI, most notably of machine learning algorithms, radically
transforms many domains of social life. In this paper we have focused on the news industry,
where different algorithms are used to customize news contents to increasingly specific
audiences. Based on their online reading behaviour and other (self-assigned) characteristics, such
algorithms select news items that are thought to be relevant for (or best optimized to engage) each
specific user. While this personalization of news enables media organizations, at least in theory,
to be more receptive to the needs and wishes of their readers and can be a great aid for people
to specialize themselves as ‘expert citizens’, it can be questioned whether current deployments of
ANR live up to their emancipatory promises. Like in various other domains, people have little
knowledge of what personal data is used and how such algorithmic curation comes about, let
alone that they have any concrete ways to influence these data-driven processes, nor to deploy
them for the specific purposes they have in mind. Whose interests are actually being served here?
To give people more influence over the curating practices of such algorithms, we have explored
in this article ways to express voice in today’s media ecosystem. After differentiating four
ideal typical modalities of expressing voice (alternation, awareness, adjustment and obfuscation)
which are illustrated with currently existing empirical examples, we have presented and
argued for algorithmic recommender personae as a way for people to get more control over the
algorithms that curate their news provision. These pre-configured and anthropomorphized types
of recommendation algorithms enable people to intuitively express their wishes of different
sortings of news articles depending on their specific (news) mood and purpose. The crucial and
defining characteristic of these recommender personae is that they do not ask people to identify
24

We have deliberately not included any clearly negative personae (show me the news that makes me angry), or personae
that aim to further antidemocratic goals (show me only the news that proves that I am right).
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concrete metrics to base such recommendations on, think of popularity among other user types
or other geographical areas.
The Moral Vacationer, offering people ‘guilty pleasures’, is inspired by the notion of escapism.
Consuming news can be emotionally tough. Getting informed about all that goes wrong in the
world may be important, but it also asks much of news readers who often get affected by it.
Oftentimes, they may want to escape from the heaviness of most ordinary news items and would
like to consume lighter, or simply entertaining pieces. Inspired by Don Weenink’s usage of the
‘moral vacation’ to conceptualize the occasional inhibitioned behaviour of ‘normal’ youngsters to
escape the disciplining forces in their everyday lives [112], we imagine a recommender persona
that offers pleasurable moments away from the seriousness of ordinary news. Depending on the
user, these may include entertainment stories, music reports, funny stuff, positive news, cultural
reviews, but one can think of other items that may emotionally satisfy as well.
The Expert, at last, recommends ‘specialized news’, and is inspired by the notion of (citizen)
expertism. Often suppressed by moral panics around filter bubbles, news personalization can
benefit democratic and professional participation as it helps people to specialize themselves in,
and deepen their knowledge of certain, perhaps rather specific, subjects [37]. This recommender
analyses the topics people most frequently consume and puts forward other items on these
subjects which they have not yet found, but which contain more background analyses, opinions
and empirical studies. The emphasis is very much on bringing people high quality and
specialized content which would improve their understanding of desired topics.
These five algorithmic recommender personae are obviously not exhaustive of the many
different possibilities they can offer, but we believe these personae are a good start to explore and
develop further.24 Our plan is to further advance the technical and theoretical underpinnings of
these personae, so that we can build and beta-test them with news readers in order to empirically
test their functionality (e.g. do they give users what they want?) and usefulness (do news readers
experience a greater sense of control, more engagement and more satisfaction?).
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